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Serological tests are widely used to monitor the immune status of animals exposed to foot-and-mouth
disease virus (FMDV) or FMDV vaccines. One particular application of these assays is to identify
animals in a vaccinated herd that have been infected with FMDV. This so called DIVA (differentiating
infected from vaccinated animals) principle exploits differences in the antibody (humoral) responses
generated in vaccinated animals compared to those animals naturally infected with FMDV (whether or
not they have been vaccinated).
High-quality FMDV vaccines are purified to contain structural protein (SP) viral capsid components
from which most of the viral non-structural proteins (NSP) have been removed. In contrast, during
natural infection with FMDV, NSP of the virus are expressed that elicit a corresponding immune
response that can be detected using diagnostic approaches (Fig. 1).
During the replication cycle of FMDV, 8 different NSPs (as well as additional precursors) are generated
which are potential serological targets for diagnostic assays [6]. Comparative studies using recombinant
Lb, 2C, 3A, 3D, and 3ABC FMDV NSPs have highlighted considerable variability in the responses;
however, following exposure to infection, vaccinated animals show an antibody response to NSP,
particularly 3AB, 3ABC [10, 11], 2B [2, 9] and/or 3C, 2C, and occasionally 3A [10, 11].
Today, there are a number of commercially available tests, and in-house assays that detect NSPspecific antibody responses including 3ABC, 2B, 2C, 3B, 3B2, 3D. The strength of the NSP-specific
antibody responses in individual vaccinated animals can vary according to the extent of virus
replication. Therefore, when the comparative performance of five 3ABC assays and one 3B tests were
evaluated [4], the ability of these tests to detect vaccinated animals that have been subsequently
exposed to FMDV varied considerably (from 38% to 74%), although these sensitivity values were higher
when only carrier animals were included in the analysis (48% to 89%). The specificity of all these
assays in vaccinated cattle exceeded 96% [4]. Tests that adopt a blocking (antigen-capture) ELISA
format provide a generic approach to detect NSP-specific responses for all species that are susceptible
to FMD.
This document provides a short review on the use of NSP tests to differentiate between vaccinated and
infected animals; particularly focusing on the use of these tests to support FMD control programmes in
regions that are endemic for FMD or sporadically impacted by the disease such as the 20 countries
within the OIE Regional Commission for the Middle East.
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In FMD-freee countries such as tho
ose in Euro pe and North America, NSP tests in enzyme-linked
immunosorb
bent assay (E
ELISA) forma
ats have beeen exploited to support control
c
policiies that follo
ow the
‘vaccinate-to-live’ conceept, and are
e adopted in
nto continge
ency plans for
f use in t he event of FMD
incursions [15, 17].
s
as the SPCE
S
(solid-p
phase compe
etition ELISA), LPBE (liquuid-phase blo
ocking
In contrast tto SP tests such
ELISA) or V
VNT (virus neeutralization test), NSP E
ELISAs are not
n serotype specific andd can therefo
ore be
used as geeneric screen
ning tools. Therefore,
T
in
n addition to
o their use to detect viirus circulation in
vaccinated livestock pop
pulations, these tests aree also used more
m
generally for serologgical investig
gation,
even when eemergency vaccination
v
iss not practic ed. Howeverr, the design of samplingg surveys is critical
c
when thesee assays are used to sup
pport nation al programm
mes to attain
n the OIE sttatus of FMD-free
without vaccination (i.e. to identify animals in w
which virus is circulating
g or has estaablished perssistent
dom surveys are not aalways effecttive at dete
ecting rare events. In these
infections), since rand
circumstancces, survey design is mosst effective iff it accommo
odates epidem
miological rissk factors to direct
sampling of animals [15
5].

Fig. 1
The principle off using non-structtural proteins (NSSPs) tests to diff erentiate betweeen vaccinated and infected animaals.
Both structuraal (SP) and NS
SP antigens ind
duce the produ
uction of antib
bodies in infectted animals. Inn contrast, vacc
cinated
animals that h
have not been exposed
e
to replicating virus w
will only develop antibodies to
o the viral capsiid (SP) antigen
ns.

In endemicc settings, NSP
N
tests can be used tto support sero-surveilla
s
nce exercisees that assesss the
0, 21] and wildlife
w
[7], especially whhere the results for
prevalence of infection in livestock [18, 19, 20
SP tests might be com
mplicated by the presencce of vaccine
e-induced an
ntibodies. Foollowing infe
ection,
ually takes 7-14 days aft er which the
ese antibodies can be dettected in seru
um for
NSP sero-coonversion usu
months, or even years, depending
d
upon the amoount of virus replication [8, 12, 16]. In this scena
ario, it
is importantt that only high-quality
h
vaccines
v
(thaat have been
n purified to remove conntaminating NSPs)
are deployed
d into the stu
udy region.
Even so, sttudy designss usually fo
ocus on you
unger animals (<18 months of agee), since rep
peated
vaccination,, even with high
h
quality vaccines,
v
can
n generate po
ositive signals in the NSP
P ELISAs tha
at may
provide a faalse indicatioon of FMDV infection [8
8]. As countrries move tow
wards OIE FFMD-freedom (with
vaccination)), NSP surveys play an important role to conffirm the abssence of FM
MDV circulation in
livestock poopulations [5]. Since thesse exercises iinvolve the te
esting of rela
atively large nnumbers of sera,
s
it
is usually im
mportant to adopt
a
a layered testing aapproach to accommodat
a
te the inhereent performan
nce of
the NSP asssays [4] and the expected
d number of ffalse positive
es.
Tests with h
high diagnosttic sensitivityy (such as a 3
3ABC ELISA
A) are normally used to sccreen the sera
a, and
positive results are confirmed using
g a second N
NSP antibody assay at le
east equivaleent sensitivitty and
o rule out tthe false-possitives, epide
emiological iinvestigations and
specificity [[4, 15]. Furrthermore, to
analysis of probang sam
mples by real-time RT-PC
CR may be re
ecommended
d [15, 16]. I n this context, SP
testing could be explorred but would require a detailed kn
nowledge of typical respponses against the
i
For these studiies, it is imp
portant
vaccine to identify unexxpectedly high titres asso ciated with infection.
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to know the design prevalence of the study (such as to detect 5% prevalence with 95% confidence)
since this will impact upon the interpretation of data. Rather than employing random sampling, the
adoption of a risk-based sampling strategy may be more effective to recognize rare events.
When used for ruminants, a limitation of these tests is that they are unable to distinguish between
convalescent and carrier animals [3, 14]. Therefore, while these NSP antibody tests can be useful to
estimate the degree of virus circulation in a population, whether these positive animals can contribute
to the epidemiology of FMD is not well understood.
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